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Public Safety director resigns

Bruce Lewis takes job at University of Illinois after two years at WSU
By SEAN T. THATCHER
Staff Writer
Director of Public Safety Bruce Lewis
has resigned from Wright State University.
Lewis will move to Chicago to lead the
University of Illinois' police force.
"I'm looking forward to the challenge
but I have some conflictions about leaving
WSU," said Lewis. Lewis, who has worked
for WSU since February 1995, will be leaving on Dec. 12 and will begin his new job

Jan. I.

The new position will be a definite career
advancement because of the larger campus
size and the greater number of officers at UI,
according 1 o Lewis.
"Dealing with the same urban-type issues as the Chicago Police Department will
present quite a challenge," said Lewis.
In the new position, he will direct over
70officers, compared to 18 officers at WSU,
according to Lewis.
"Bruce and I need to have some more

conversations on what will happen when he
leaves," said Dan Abrahamowicz, vice president of student affairs, who wi!! decide on
Lewis' replacement. Abrahamowicz and
Lewis will evaluate WSU's existing staff for
a possible replacement and will possibly
conduct a nationwide search as well.
"There will definitely be someone in
position by the time he (Lewis) leave1;," said
Abrahamowicz.
Lewis is a 17-year veteran of law enforcement with a Masters degree in criminal

justice. He was named officer of the year
during his time as an investigator with a
municipal police department.
Lewis was also chief of police at Nicholls
University where he was credited with having the seventh safest campus in the country,
according to a 1994 book entitled Crime ai
College.
While Lewis was at WSU, he graduated
as class president of Northwestern Traffic
Institute and worked on the Campus Climate
Coordinating Team.

Digging in the dirt...

Nutter Center receiving $410,000face-lift
gate eight," said Thoroughman.
The cost of the project is estimated at $ 175,000. "Construction is estimated to be complete in a couple of weeks
if
the
weather permits," said Thoroughman. The storage
The Nutter center is currently undergoing two construction projects. An "exterior settlement" or stabilizing struc- building will be on the north side of the Nutter Center, near
the loading dock.
ture is under way, as well as a new storage building.
"We're making a 300-foot earth covered storage build"The fill dirt didn't reach ascertained hvels of compaction when built and the concrete has cracked,'' said Tim ing to hold excess equipment, seating and props that have
Tioroughman, WSU's director of planning engineering and previously been stored outside," said George Gleason,
architectural project manager.
construction.
Construction workers have been working on the
The construction area is outside the main building.
"There was not a problem in the main arena, there was never $235,000 project since September, and it is predicted to be
completed
in January 1998.
any danger there. The problem was outside the concourse by
By EMILY ACOSTA
Staff Writer

Working on the Nutt
house, Manny
Smallwood surveys
the work of a track
hoe outside the
Nutter Center
photos by Adam Roe

A view from above,
the track hoe, driven
by Darrel McKinley,
in action.
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New, value based fraternity comes to Wright State
By AMY PRYOR
Assistant News Editor
Wright State University's now fraternity. Delta Tau
Delta, is a value based fraternity, according to Jcrcd Raferty.
president.
"There's a certain stereotype of fraternities and we're
trying to break tftat mold." said Greg Cox, vice president.
The new fraternity is community — and academically —
oriented rather than party-oriented, said Raferty.
Delta Tau Delta's grade point average at WSU is one of
the highest out of all national fraternities. A GPA of 2.88
earns Delia Tau Delta the highest GPA of campus fraternities.
The national philanthropy of Delta Tau Delta is the
Adopt a School Program.
This program places the fraternity members in schools
that are lacking teaching assistants.
The fraternity members have based their attention in
elementary schools, according to Raferty. "It gives the
teachers a break," said Cox.
Delta Tau Delta was founded in 1858 at Bethany College
in West Virginia and wis brought to WSU in October

The motto of the fraternity is "committed to lives of
excellence," according to Cox.
"We're looking foracertain individual." said Raferty.
The fraternity's background of honor, integrity and
honesty is what drew Raferty and Cox to becoming their
founding fathers.
"They were looking to build leaders. 1 felt this would
help me in life," said Raferty.
"1 identified with everything the fraternity holds to be
important," said Cox.
Delta Tau Delta is planning events to wrap up this
quarter and lead into the next. A get well soon card will be
available for signing in the Student Union Atrium Mon.
Nov. 24.
At that time, there will be cookies available and they
will take donations for the Dayton chapter of the American Cancer Society.
The members of Delia Tau Delta thank everyone who
has been supportive in bringing this new fraternity to
WSU.
Jered Raferty (left), president of Delta Tau Delta, and
"Anyone who's interested in the fraternity come talk
Greg Cox, vice president of the fraternity.
to us," said Raferty.

Phi Kappa Tau implements total man program

• spiritual,
i mental
...i and physical well
...oii being.
iwini,
and encouraging
According to John Bath. Phi Kappa Tau's membership
orientation officer, the fraternity's national headquarters
Phi Kappa Tau, a Wright State University fraternity, is came up with the idea in order to assist freshmen, sophoimplementing "The Total Man" program, a project to de- mores and juniors with learning fraternity history, test
velop better members and prepare men for undergraduate taking skills and increasing camaraderie while keeping
seniors involved in chapters and providing them with inforexperiences and life after college.
The program objectives include developing and main- mation regarding interview and resume skills.
"Hopefully the Total Man Program will increase comtaining membership programs, assisting new students with
requirements of higher education, providing a living expe- munity activity and participation," said Bath.
Ten chapters were selected to pilot the program, which
rience in a democratic setting, increasing social awareness
officially starts in 1998. "The Executive director and other executive team members will

By EMILY ACOSTA
Staff Writer

*

CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
ASSAULT
Nov. 13: A Pine Hall resident reported a verbal dispute in
Pine Hall.
Nov. 16: Two Hamilton Hall
residents and a Springfield resident reported a menacing complaint occurring while spray
painting (he rock at Rock Road
and Col. Glenn Highway.
LARCENY-THEFT
Nov. 10: A WSU employee
reported the theft of a purse and
its contents valued at $47 from a
desk in the Creative Arts Center.
Nov. 10: A Columbus resident reported the theft of alaptop
computer valued at $2500 from
the Student Union.
Nov. 11: A Beavercreek resident reported the theft of a cellular phone and carrying case
valued at $530 from Allyn Hall.
Nov. 12: A Fairborn resident reported the theft of a Biology book valued at $107 from
the Fordham Library.
Nov. 14: A Fairborn resident reported the theft of $50
and a pager from a bookbag in
the Creative Arts Center.
Nov. 17: A WSU employee
reported the theft of $50 from

the petty cash drawer in Brehm
Lab.
Nov. 17: A WSU employee
reported the theft of a computer
valued at $1600 from a Millett
Hall office.
Nov. 17: A Beavercreek resident reported the theft of a radio
valued at $200 from W022 of the
Student Union.
LIQUOR OFFENSES
Nov. 11: A Fairborn resident
and a West Chester resident were
taken into custody for Disorderly
Conduct by Intoxication, Open
Container and Possession/Consumption Underage and transported to the Greene Co. Jail from
the exterior of College Park Apartments.
Nov. 11: Two Fairborn residents were cited while outside
College Park for underage consumption
OFFENDING PUBLIC PEACE
Nov. 10: A Fairborn resident
reported harassing telephone calls
to Hawthorn Hall.
Nov. 12: A Fairborn resident
reported harassing telephone calls
to Oak Hall.
Nov. 18: A Hamilton Hall resident reported harassing telephone
calls to Hamilton Hilll.

.-v .in .i,' the
ihi* program
nrrwrrnm and develop
develon a presentation
oreseniation for leaderleadei
evaluate
ship in May of "98," said Bath.
According to Bath, Paul Newman and George Voinovich
are alumni of Phi Kappa Tau. Ohio University is where the
fraternity's national headquarters are located.
The fraternity's community activities include highway
cleanups and fundraising at MayDaze at WSU. The profits
go to, The Hole in the Wall Gang Camp, a camp for children
with cancer and serious blood diseases, built by Newman and
others. Children and their families do not have to pay to
attend. For more information regarding The Total Man
program call Rob Fccke at 253-5480 or John Bath at 8787210.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Wednesday, Nov. 19
• Bible Study, sponsored by the
Baptist Student Union at 12 p.m. in
321 Allyn.
• ICC meeting at 2 p.m. in the
cafeteria.
• WWSU meeting at 4 p.m. in
W025 Student Union.
• General UAB meeting at 6
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Dramatic Reading Group from
7 p.m. at Barnes and Noble led by
Dr. Mary Donahue.
• A ARC executive board meeting in the Forest Lane Community
Center at 7:30 p.m., for more info
call Monica at ext. 6986.
• Wright Outdoors Etc. meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Student
Union Organization Offices in the
Student Union.
• AARC meeting in the Forest
Lane Community Center at 8 p.m..
for more info call Monica at exi.
6986.
Thursday, Nov. 20
• Bible Investigation Groupdiscussion at 12 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Journal Workshop for Young
Adults ages 9-14 at 6:30 p.m. at
Barnes and Noble.

• Thursday Night Thing, sponsored by the Baptist Student Union
at 7 p.m. in Campus Ministry.
Friday, Nov. 21
• Bible Study, sponsored by the
Baptist Student Union at 12 p.m. in
321 Allyn.
• Bible Studies from 12-1 p.m.
and 1-2 p.m. in 362 Allyn Hall,
sponsored by Campus Bible Fellowship.
• International Coffee Hour.
"Stress Management and Relaxation" sponsored by the American
International Student Association
from 3-4 p.m. in El90 of the Student Union.
• Holidays in the Heartland concert seriesat 8 p.m. at Shiloh Church
in Dayton. For ticket information
call 775-5544.
Saturday, Nov. 22

• Book signing and seminar with
Roger Osborne (author of Land of
Yesterday and The Mountains
Wept) at 1 p.m. at Barnes and
Noble.
• Holidays in the Heartland concert scries at 8 p.m. at Shiloh Church
in Dayton. For ticket information
call 775-5544.
Monday. Nov. 24

• Bible Study, sponsored by
the Baptist Student Union at 12
p.m. in 321 Allyn.
• Campus Ministry meeting
from 4-5 p.m. at CMC.
• CAACURH meeting from
7-9 p.m. in W169 Student Union.
For info call Stacy Susott at ext.
6383.
• The Chamber Orchestra performance at 8 p.m. in the Concert Hall of the Creative Arts
Center. Forticket information call
775-5544.
Tuesday, Nov. 25
• Sahaj Meditation Club,
meditation class from 6:30-8:30
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
Free admission.
•Bible Study at 7 p.m. in 148
Russ Center sponsored by Campus Bible Fellowship.

If your organization
would like its meetings and events
placed in The
Guardian's calendar,
contact Melanie
Glass at 775-5538.
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Poli-Sci fraternity forms again

Stabbing victims
released from MVH

secretary, and James Bryant - treasurer.
Phi Sigma Alpha is an honors fraternity
and therefore has a strict academic standard.
"it's a Political Science fraternity whose
The Political Science fraternity. Phi
Sigma A'oha, returned to Wright State this members arc supposed to have over a 3.0,"
fall. The fraternity has been inactive on said Fitzgerald.
Phi Sigma Alpha is always taking new
campus since 1987.
"We reactivated it to act as a social members, according to Fitzgerald.
"It's a student organization but we're
network between faculty and student members in the department." said Edward hoping to create situations to bring faculty
Fitzgerald, the fraternity's faculty advisor. and students together outside of the classThe fraternity wants to stress faculty/student room."
The fraternity was founded at the Uniinteraction, according to Fitzgerald.
The first election for the fraternity's new versity of Texas and now is based in Washofficers was held recently and the new offi- ington D.C.
For more information contact Fitzgerald
cials are: David Murray - president. Gregg
Baecher - vice president, Garfield Decter - at 775-2284.
By SEAN T. THATCHER
Staff Writer

By AMY PRYOR
Assistant News Editor
ThuyMai and Eric Borton wereboth
reieased from Miami Valley Hospital
last week, according to Katie Deedrick,
dire-'or of C .mpu- Activities and Orientation.
"They're doing fine," said Deedrick.
Maj and Borton are recuperating intheir
homes in Beavercreek and Dayton.
Deedrick is following up on their
curriculum and keeping in contact with

their teachers.
"They are really appreciative of our
efforts," said Deedrick.
The subbing of Mai and Borton that
occurred Oct. 28 in Lot 13 is still under
investigation, according to Bruce Lewis,
' ilirec: rr of Public Safety. Fairbom Police
and Public Safety are pursuing all available leads with the aid of Federal Agents,
said Lewis,
V 4 "We are pursuing it expeditiously and
"hope it comes to an end as soon as possible." said Lewis.

Tales from Transformation of
the Archives: a rural landscape
•

Various historical aspects of Wright Suite
University have been reviewed throughout
Fall Quarter in honor of Founders' Day
1997, the thirtieth anniversary of WSU as
an independent university.
Since those early days, student enrollment has tripled, course offerings have diversified and even tastes in food have
changed. One of the more dramatic transformations for WSU over the past decades
occurred in the development of the physical
campus.
In the mid-1960s, the first WSU structures were surrounded by farmland and
woods. Allyn liall with the adjacent Administration Wing was the first building on

'-ky

campus. The approach to campus and the
main parking lot was situated where Rike
Hall currently stands. Parking was free (literally!) and easy. The first wave of o msion
came with the construction of Miilctt (1^66),
Oelman (1966) and Fawcett (1967) Halls,
which along with Allyn Hall formed the
Quad. The commons encircled by these buildings became a hub of campus activity.
In 1969. campus life improved dramatically with the construction of the University
Center. Now there was a real campus book-

See ' Taxes

page 4

Ye Oide Madrigal dinner

Phi Sigma Alpha, teft toright,David Murray, president; James Bryant, treasurer; Dr.
Ed Fitzgeiald, advisor; Gregg Baecker, vice-president; Garfield Deeter, Secretary.
By JENNIFER STRASSER
Staff Writer
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WSU School of Medicine
receives $376,000 gift
By SEAN T. THATCHER
V
Staff Wrltar

-" " \

A Fairbom n m bequeathed $376,000
10 Wright State's School of Mcdicine
be used for scholarships foe thin; aDd
fourth year medical students. T'iv'Ranville
Fund, named for Donald1.. Kanville who
died in April of 19°', will be distributed
in three or fo»i, .>5,000 scholarships each
yeafKgmningin the 1998- 1999 school

:

i ——- '."'T;. .

year, according to Mark Willis; assistant
- director of media and public relations in
- the School of Medicine.
"He just wanted to help medical students finance, their education,"' said
Cynthi a Butler, assistant du ectorof medical alumni and annual giving. There waj
no known connection between Ranville
and WSU, according to Butler.
Ranville worked for the Southwest
Portland Cement Company in Fairbom.

swmmmknm
Witimtmi.

Wright State University wi
host the fifteenth annual Madrigal Dinner sponsored by the
I
Student Union.
A tanfare w ill welcome
guests to the dinner where
the presentation
of lords and la- a \ v ^
dies will occur.
WSU's Madrigal J f ?
Singers will also
perform.
"Most of the singers and actors were at
one point or another affiliated with WSU.
Most have been doing this for years at
WSU." said Pam Davis, business manager
of the Student Union.
Davis feels this event can offer several
things to students.
"It provides a source of entertainment
and connection other than the everyday
classroom," said Davis
The event was originally held in the
s .impus dining room, but moved to the
Student Union where it can accomodate
about 320 people.
Guests will feast on traditional medi-

lilSSUE OF THE

al fare such as boursin and biskiotc. medial sallat. beefe and leeke pie. appyl almynde
stuffed breast of turkey,
brannbrede and the traditional deswhile
being
entertained by local performers,
roving musicians. a puppeteer, a mime and
a jester, all dressed in authentic period costumes.
"About 50 percent of the people attending are repeat guests from previous years.
The high demand for tickets and size of the
waiting list was a good reason to move to the
Student Union three years ago." said Davis.
Tickets are available now by calling
WSU's SU Box Office at 775-5544 Ticket
prices are $40, S35 and $32. depending on
the seat. For block sales (24 or more guests),
call Pam Davis at 775-5522.
This holiday season. WSU celebrates its
fifteenth annual Madrigal feast, held in the
Student Union Atrium December 10-14.

3

'•Tales"
from page 3
store, cafeteria and student gathering places. Students soon beat a
well-worn path from the Quad to
the University Center. Hamilton
Hail opened as the first dormitory
the next year and was reserved for
disabled student:,.
The campus landscape was forever altered in 1973 »vith construction of the Paul Laurence Dunbar
Library, the Creative Arts Center,
Brehm Laboratory, the Physical
Education Building and the Television Center. No longer an outpost in the woods, Wright State
University emerged as an institution of diverse and numerous func- j
tions with facilities to match.
Campus expansion slowed duringthe remainder ofthe 1970s with
the addition of only two buildings.
Biological Sciences (1975) and
Medical Sciences (1976). These
buildings replaced a soccer field
between the Quad and the University Center. Nearby retail services
were limited: nocopy shops, banks,
restaurants, hotels or off-campus
bookstores. The lack of fast food
restaurants across the road simplified meal options to either visiting
the campus cafeteria (during imited hours) or cruising into Fairbom.
Modest but consistent growth
continued on the main campus in
the 1980s with the additions of
Rike Hall (1981). Frederick A.
White Health Center (1981). Health
Sciences Building (1984), Mathematics/Microbiology & Immunology Building (1984) and the Child
Development Center (1987).
Wright State's expansion also began to have a significant effect on
areas bordering the main campus.
Into the mid-1980s, much of Colonel Glenn 1 ' .ghway was lined with
farms and wooded areas while the
closest highways were Route 4 and
Interstate 70. By »he late 1980s,
parking lots and businesses replaced many of thefieldsand woods
and Interstate 675 opened. The establishment of the Ervin J. Nutter
Center in 1990 transformed a previously undeveloped perimeter of
campus and simultaneously transformed Wright State's p.ofile
within the Miami Valley community. People from all over the region now visit campus for worldclass entertainment events in the
state-of-the-art facility.
To learn more about WSU history, visit the Special Collections
and Archives (SCA) Department
in the Paul Laurence Dunbar Li-

see "Tale 2"
page 5

GRAND OPENING
AT THE RAT - NOV. 2 4 T H :
PACIFIC BAY FREEZESNON ALCOHOLIC COCKTAILS

Pina Colada
Texas Margarita
Orange Creme
Strawberry
Daqjiri
Only $2.25!

NEW COMICS, BACK
ISSUES, COMPLETE
GAMING SELECTION,
AND ROLL PLAYING
MAGIC!

WSU

Student

Specials:
•20% OFF
BACKISSUES AT
THE YELLOW
SPRINGS
LOCATION!

• 10% O F F A L L
MERCHANDISE
W / A V A L I D W S U LI).
EVERYDAY
•25% O F F T - S H I R T S

BEAVERCREEK:
1 M I L E P A S T M A L L A T FAIRFIELD C O M M O N S
127-3213
WWSIHYSgflOLCOM

Microsoft

Save the whales.
Save the environment.

Save your numerically
challenged checking account.

Save big, and get Microsoft Office 97 Professional Academic Edition
for $199.* Better yet, save really big—up to 73%'—and get Office 97 plus
two years of upgrades hassle-free, for just an additional $100*
Saving the world is tough enough without worrying about saving your last dime.
That's why we created the Microsoft Office 97 Academic Upgrade Program. For a limited time, you can get Office 97
Professional Academic Edition, plus two years of major upgrades, for just $299." That's up to a 73 percent savings
off the U.S. estimated retail price. Just look for specially marked boxes of Office 97 at your campus reseller today.
It's the worry-free way to keep up with the latest technology - and keep your wallet healthy and green.

The College Store/Wright State University
2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy, Fairborn, OH 45324
937-427-4323
• Mpo«»Ht«JrcL'S
f t * price*
pnc«* m«, v®r>
,
•
or
U .S
(XK* d S599
0*f<« 97 P r o f « *on«i Ed*.on. C M 1 J »
o
f
uftf.Wrt« •
»cod m t M 50 Un««d States *n<j th* Ortlnct of CoMjmfc* or#* Offe* *«£•"» r«t*uafy 28. 1998
C 1997 Microsoft Corpor»tc« A*
w w J M<roao* a a
fOemsru o* M*fo»oW Corpwtton t r * lm«#o S u t w and/or cthtf vxjntm

,

•

A two,
uD*r»» * * • * « '
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Allyn Hall in 1964 as the first building on the Dayton Campus of Miami
University and Ohio Slate University. See buildnng time line on page 8.
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DIAMONDS CABARET
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!

BIK 'Ml CONTEST DETAILS
GRAND PRIZE S15,000
COKTtST TO BE HELO WEEEK Of JUL* 20TH, 1998
EVERY M O N D A Y NIGHT
Over $400 in Cash & Prizes
Contestants must be signed up by 8:30 p.m.

For More Information

439-4530
X*
W

960 Mlamlsburg-CtnttrvM* Rosd
I- 75 ettt 44,3 miles nst of
the Dayton Mill on 735 tt.

"Tale 2"

tact the SCA at 775-2092 for more
information.
This is the final installment in
from page 4
the Tales from the Archives series
hrary. The SCA contains Univer- commemorating Founders' Day.
sity records detailing WSU's rich
KaeLi Spiers.
history and receives additional
Archivist/Micrographics
records regularly to maintain acomSpecialist
plete chronicle of WSU's developSpecial Collections & Archives
ment. The SCA also has many hisWright State University
toric papers and artifacts from
libraries
throughout the Miami Valley. Con-

W A N T Y O U TO
'TAKE A WALK ON
THE WILD SIDE!"
Register With The Coupon Below To
WIN 2 TICKETSTo See The Bombers!
SATURDAY * NOVEMBER 2 2

Bombers VS. Louisville
7 : 3 0 p m at The Nutter Center
'BOMBERS TH'KKT REGISTRATION FORM*
WARNER BR0S.m»iv
iMALPASO motum* Rjsxunoswn 9LVBIPICRRES KE\TN SPACEY JOHN CS
l' ACK
•MIDNIGHT IN THE GARDES' OF GOOD AND EVIL'
LENNIENIEHAIS"" - ARNOLDST1EHL !£!.ANITAZl'CHMAN «..»T0MR00KER "•"JjOHNLfEHANCOCK
JOHN BERENDT * CUNT EASTWOOD

| NAME
| ADDRESS
| CITY, STATE. 7.11*.
I PHONE
® E.MA1I

Starts Friday November 21st

g

|
1
R
R
»

Return to Thv Guardian "flues hv 5 p.m. Kri., November 21! -
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Blame it

There are few things more precious to
u
..._ , 1 , . ^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . l k » n l l i . t H i r r l A m . d w t t l t i ' n l
our
democracy than the First Amendment
It echoes across our country from school to
town hall, through our libraries and into our
coffee houses.
It has become so much a part of culture
that it is constantly taken for granted.
Speak your mind, give them a piece of
your mind, tell them a thing or two and at
least once we've unloaded on somebody.
The parameters arc fairly endless and
this drives many crazy.
Rather than embracing differing opinions and ideas, many Americans want liberty. but hate it when those opposed to them
get a shot at this free expression. This is one
cost of our liberty.
We must embrace all the v iewpoints of
America, because if we don't an important
voice may be quelled.
The amendment says Congress can not
make any laws that abridge or restrict freedom of religion, freedom of speech, freedom of the press or the right to assemble
peaceably and to petition the government
for redress of gricvanccs.This doesn't give
the press a license to print what they want,
but it does give them therightto print truth.
Truth is the only defense for liblc and
hopefully iiiat is what the media spends its
time searching for. We at The Guardian
think that it is important for everyone to
understand why this is a great country to

I

I

LI n t r v
unique
[he w o r l d

country
has
problems ,
but it is
by using our
unique
American
liberties we
will find a
uniquely
American solu
tion.
Ourstrengthisin
the multitude of
voices that sound
their voices across the
land, and hopefully the
First Amendment will continue to protect
an American tradition that is running short
in the rest of the world.

What's tne First Amendment mean to you?

Letters to the Editor
The Guardian cncouragcs letters to
the editor and commentary pieces
from students, faculty,
administrators and staff
Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
applicable)
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday preceeding the next issue
Letters should be kept to 300 words or
fewer
All letters arc subject to editing for
space and content
Letters which duplicate others may be
omitted
When responding to another letter.
refer to the date and headlineQuotes that cannot be confirmed will
not be used

on the

% J I
•
I
live in
The First Amendment is onethings that
definitely
nakes (hi

llV»* i n
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Lorey Bonner
Sophomore. F.d
"To me it means the rights of a lot people. It • Freedom of speech, the right to voice your
is the basis of our judicial system; it's the opinion. A lot of people take it for granted
main thing they look to for the law. It is sometimes."
everyone's riuhts."

^1iH

Kun Bcckman
Senior, visiting from Clyde High School |

"I agree with it totally. I feel it is important
for people to express how they feel. If they
don't, how will others know?"

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising- 775-5537
Fax:775-5535
News: 775-5538
Editor in Chief - 775-5540
Sports / Features- 775-5536
niMtn i w A tin am nuo

"I guess it's everybodics god given right, it
defines our humanity."

"The key part of that is freedom — freedom
"It just means being able to say what I want of speech and freedom of choice. It is supto say, when I want to say, the way I want to posed to be what this country's founded on.
but it is a little hypocritical. Now that they're
say it."
trying lo correct the situation it is more
photos b y Matt Hudson
important than ever."
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The kiss that sealed suburbia's ignorance
One in ten of you arc gay. One in ten of the people in your
classroom arc gay. Not necessarily do they show it or act it in
the stereotypical *ays. but they are there.
They are there regardless of how right or wrong
you personally believe the gay life style is
and. to the chagrin of the radical right
they arc here to stay.
I don't pretend to under
By Craig
stand the total picture of what
Napier
it is to be gay in America
but I can empathize. I can understand what
must feel like to hide a part of yourself
from your family, coworkers and
schoolmates because you're
not sure how they will
take it. This can't
be good.
On to the point.
Last week many
members of The Guardian went to a preview of
The Jackal, a movie starring
hunky prankster Bruce Willis.
In the movie Bruce plays a dead
faced assassin who has his sights on
the First Lady. During his preparation
Willis goes to Washington to survey the
scene. At the end of his time in Washington
we find the bleach-scalped Willis in a very
nice bar.
A man approaches him and asks Willis if he
would like a di ;nk, Willis shows his big pearlies and
puppy dog eyes then accepts the drink.
The next shot is of the man and Willis sitting close in
a booth. Willis, the assassin, asks the professional man for
his phone number and the man says. "Oh, you'll never call
me."
Willis takes his card, and assures him of his interest with a kiss
No problem right? Wrong.
At that point, the majority of the people in the movie theatre made
a sound. The sound was somewhere between a dog being kicked and

MsmwmriL

"ewww." The clear meaning of the sound, and subsequent nervous laughtu
was that the scene disgusted these mental midgets.
These are not people who think. These are people who react. These are
people who raise kids who hate those who are different because it was
how they where raised. Which incidently is the world's favorite
excuse for ignorant behavior.
This is not a diversity call by Craig, this is a call for people
to think a little. It is not about "can't we all just get along?" It
is about "can't we all have a base level of respect for
everyone?" Everyone?
This is a hard call. These narrow movie attendees
certainly get little respect from me. However, they do
get enough respect that I won't scoff at them and
laugh. I wish I could help them more than that
Why is it disgusting for two men to kiss on
the big screen?
Do these people think that gay men
shake hands to show affection?
If one in ten is gay. then these
people know and probably associate with at least one gay person a
day.
Do they say "eww" every
lime they hear from a ga>
person about their lives,
which obviously includes their mate?" 1
certainly hope not
i guess my point should
be made clear.
I! you can not handle the fact
that there are gay persons living, loving
and dicing in our culture, then you must be a
narrow-minded twit grasping to a 1950s definition of the world, but that was easy to sayIgnorance is bliss, but your bliss continues to oppress
one-tenth of our population.
In a related topic of interest, only a question.
Wouldn't the "ewws" have been changed to "ahhs" if it had been
a pair of buxom nude women kissing on the sv.ecn?
Talk amongst yourselves.

Unlatching the Woods community office

Apparent double standard, lack of individual rights upsets resident
1 received a letter November 10
informing me that I had violated
the Student Conduct Code for a
fire hazard.
The letter stated that I had been
warned about leaving the door unlatched and Community Advisor
William Wass found the door unlatched during one of his rounds. I
was told that a meeting was scheduled for November 12 at 4:45 p.m.
and if 1 didn't attend or call to
reschedule that I'd be charged a

fine of $25
1 called The Woods community office and spoke to Travis
Baggett and told him I was at work
when the room had been warned
and was not aware of the warning.
Then he said that I would have to
come in for an appointment anyway because I have paper work to
fill out and "it'll give me a chance
to see who you are because I don't
know you."
'
Why should 1 have to set up an

appointment with someone
haven't done anything wrong? Why
should I have to be responsible for
my roommate's actions (something
1 have no control over), especially
if an incident occurs when I'm not
in the room.
Anyone in the hall" ay can unlatch the door because the latch
isn't inside the room.
Where are individual rights? If
Wass had done his job, he would
have written down the names of

the people that he warned and then
written up the people that unlatched
the door after they .vere warned.
Everyone should not have to
suffer for one person's actions. Do
individuals have any rights in The
Woods?
To top everything off. one of
my roommates went to their scheduled appointment with Baggett at 3
p.m. and he didn't even show up
until 3:25 p.m., which was the next
persons scheduled appointment.

They gave us a letter saying that
they were going to charge us S25
yet they didn't show up for the
meeting. Also, the door to the
Woods community office was unlatched. Hello?
Isn't that why we received the
violation in the first place? Are
they not violating the fire code?
Does the Woods community office
have double standards?
April Johnson
Sophomore, S'ursing
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Construction through the days
Construction dates of main
campus buildings:

1984

Mathematics/Microbiol-

Allyn Hall

ogy & Immunology Building

l%ft

Millctt Hall

1987

1966

Oclman Hall

1967

Fawcett Hall

1969

1 diversity Center

1970

Hamilton Hall

1973

Paul Laurence Dunli.tr

1964

1990

Russ Engineering
Center

Cluld Development

1994

Student Union

Center

1997

Academic Building

lirvin J. Nailer Center

'' NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Great opportunities in all levels of employment with
local manufacturing company. Accepting applications ! |
NOW! Full or part time positions FLEXIBI-K with
j
school schedule. Apply in person at:

ALI INDUSTRIES, INC.
611 Yellow S p r i n g s - F a i r f i e l d R o a d , F a i r h o r n .
C o n v e n i e n t access f r o m Rt. 235 a n d 1-675.
_ SMOKE ft DRUG FRKF. ENVIRONMENT

(ground breaking)

PAGE
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Library
1973

Creative Arts Center

1«*73

Brehm Laboratoiy

1973

Physical Education

ALSO PLAYING

/EAR OF THE HORSE
SEVEN YEARS IN TIBET
SOUL IN THE HOLE

Building
1973
1975

Television Center
Biological Sciences
Building

1976

Medical Sciences

LOST KIGHWAY

Building
1981

Rike Hall

1981

Fred White Center

1984

Health Sciences
Building
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ROUTE #2
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All Campus Shuttles End At 6PM Fridays
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ATTACKS!

DIAL 258-2800 Sfl/S5/S5.50

5584 AIRWAY

ROUTE #1
LOT 20 MILLETT
7:00 AM7:05 AM
7:10
7:15
7:20
7:25
7:30
7:35
7:40
7:45
7:50
7:55
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8:05
8:10
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8:25
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8:55
8:^0
9:00
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9:40
9:45
9:50
9:55
10:00 10:05
10:10 10:15
10:20 10:25
10:30 10:35
10:40 10:45
10:50 10:55

mn

DAILY 5 : 1 5 , 7 : 1 5 , 9 : 1 5
ALSO SAT-SUN 1:15,3:15
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SHUTTLE!
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^ f i l m festival to showcase ^Wright State talent
Vanessa O'Kclley gives us the answei

By BRIAN JOO
Staff Writer

i

• TO LSI (Temple ol l.o Mem) is the inkiest
entry into the festival. Director Mark Pencil
takes the viewer into the lives ol four lost spirits
out to do something, anything in their lives. Two
losers arc try ing to outrun a determined security
guard after swiping goods at a temple
while two listless doughnut shop employees are just trying to get out of the house
and something continuously holds them
back. the television. A definite change oi
pace in the festival.

This Friday anil Saturday the Page Manor
Repertory will be the site of the eighth annual
Big Lens Film Festival.
This is the second straight year for the newlyrenovated theater to hold the festival.
These screenings arc !he world premiere for
each film before being sent off to various festivals around the world.
This festival showcases the talent coming
directly from Wright State motion pictures students.
Of the six films presented all except one arc
the work of seniors in the department.
Four of the films arc narrative in style and
two are documentaries. All run an average of 20
:o 30 minutes.
Here reviews of the films presented:

• The More Things Change is a very
interesting look at the love lives and relationships of the senior generation. This documentary directed by David Scott McFarland. produced by Chuck Smith and shot by Mark Schuster
follows three senior citizens through their relationships. This is a real i_ •••opener for most
everyone who thought there is not any fire
left burning inside the older generation.
This film proves that some embers arc
still smoking.

• By Candlelight, written and directed by Jen
Wynn. is the story of growing up during those
awkward teenage years Seen through the eyes
of a young girl from age 15 to 17, the viewer is
show n the difficulty faced during thc>* years of
self discovery. This is presented in a very delibeiate, yet lyrical manner that really lets the leelings emitted sift down intotheaudience. Jonathan
McNcal produces along with cinematography
by Patrick Hurd.
• Majestic Picture Show is a documentary
from filmmaker Tom Francis. Through interviews, archival footage and current shooting, the
film covers the effort one town (Chillicothe,
Ohio) has made over the years in saving its oldest
movie theater. The Majestic. This moving human story connects the essence of what the
theater stands for in the community, as well as

the place it holds for this filmmaker.
• Hindsight. written and directed by Patrick
Steele, stylishly traces a path into the human
psyche through the ability of the main character
(Jason Sheldon) to look into the mi ids of others.
Some things he sees he appreciates, xhers continually torment him. He sees the breakdown that
has become so very human in all of us. He is

With the v aricd selection of lilmsentcrcd
this year, it should make for an entertaining and
exciting festival.
In the past many WSU student films have
Dllustratum by J4kxis jCancn moved on from the Big Lens to such places as the
Sundance Film Festival, the Student Academy
Awards and other festivals around the globe.
eventually confronted with new feelings when
The event begins Nov. 21 at 6:30 p.m. and
encountering a fellow student who might lead
will have two showings on Saturday, one at 2:30
him into a whole new emotional state, love.
p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Tickets arc S5 in advance or $6 on the day of
• Yours is the moving story of one coupic's
chance to account for their lives when one is the show.
Tickets are available at the Page Manor Box
faced with death. Can they make it and tell one
Office or by calling 294-8532.
another their true feelings? Producer/Director

Rock, country and alternative concerts attack WSU

photo by Matt Hudson

Young country acts Tracy Lawrence (far left) and
Trace Adkins (left) packed the Nutter Center Nov.
15. Dayton band Life in the Circus (above) played
the Rathskellar. Chicago and the Beach Boys (not
pictured) surfed their way into the Nutter Center Nov.
12. Puff Daddy and The Family (see story on p. 10)
are coming to WSU Nov. 23. Phish will be here Dec.
7. (photos by Mark Mowrey except where noted)
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It's all about The Family

JOB
OPPORTUNITY
Let's fact- it • walking at NCR Country Club is a great way to earn
money, because NCR Country Club has ihc flexibility to work
around your schedule It you go to sc hool, have kids at homi .•< )ust
need time (oi your daily activities. NCR Country Club will work for
you!

Puff Daddy and company coming to En/in J. Nutter Center
B y T I F F A N Y M. B R O W N
Staff W r i t e r

•WHAT: Puff Daddy
featuring Busta Rhymes. Lil'
Kim, Mase. 112, Lil'Cease
and the L.O.X., Foxxy
Brown, Usher, and Jay-Z.

Puffy have been ever-popular on
the R&B scene.
Its self-entitled album did very
well on the charts.
They arc currently featured in
the lady group Allure on their new
single "All Cried Out."
Ja; 7. has also recently released
a new album entitled In My Lifetime, Vol. I which has appeared in
the No. 3 spot on Billboard's Top
200.
For ticket information contact
the Nutter Center Box Office at
775-4789.

It's coming the hottest show
of the year.
Puff Daddy & The Family will
tear up the Nutter Center this Sun•WHEN: Nov. 23
day at 7:30 p.m.
It will feature Busta Rhymes,
•TIME: 7:30 p.m.
Lir Kim. Mase, 112. Lil' Cease
and the L.O.X.. Foxxy Brown.
•WHERE: Ervin J. Nutter
Usher and Jay-Z.
Center
As of Nov. 17, good seats were
available. However, according to
•Tickets: $26 and $36
Laura Januzzi. marketing director
for the Nutter Center, more than
•For Info call: 775-4789
half the seats are sold.
Januzzi is "pretty pleased with
Now at 18, he has released a
the sa! 5" of tickets so far and expects more to be sold this week and new album entitled My Way, which
appears
in the 10 spot on the R&B
walk-ups the day of the concert.
The promoter of this show, A1 Billboard charts His first single
Hammond Entertainment, has release, "You Make Mc Wanna..."
brought other big concerts to the appears second on Billboard s Top
Nutter Center including Mary J. 100 Singles.
Busta Rhymes has also released
Blige. Bone Thugs N' Harmony
a new album entitled When Disasand New Edition.
The performers of this concert ter Strikes which features such artare not new names to the hip-hop ists as Puff Daddy, Mase. Erykah
Badu and The Flipmodc Squad.
industry.
Lil' Kim will also be appearing
Scan "Puffy" Combs got his
start when he interned at Uptown in this concert.
She: cently did a song entitled
Records.
In 1991 he became CEO of Bad "Not Tonight" with Da Brat. Left
Boy Entertainment and introduced Eye from TLC. Missy Elliot and
the industry to such notables as the Angic Martinez for the Nothing
late Notorious B.I.G.. Faith. Craig To Lose soundtrack.
Foxxy Brown also has thrilled
Mack. Total, 112, Mase and the
audiences with the sin gles from
L.O.X.
Puff Daddy sold more than 12 her II Na Na album which is wellmillion albums in three years and known and popular.
She is currently featured with
in 1994 was named the American
Society ofComposers, Authors and Nas Escobar, AZ and Nature in an
Publishers' songwriter of the year. album entitled The Firm - The AlHe has worked with Boyz II
112 who was discovered by
Men, Aretha Franklin. Mariah
Carey. TLC, SWV and Brian
McKnight.
Puffy's newest album. No Way
Out. features the late Notorious
B.I.G., Foxxy Brown, Lil' Kim.
Busta Rhymes, Mase, 112, Faith
and others.
Notable tracks include the tribute song, "I'll Be Missing You." It
is a tribute to B.i.G. which featured B.I.G.'s wife Faith Evans
and 112.
"I'll Be Missing You" was number one on six American Billboard
charts for six consecutive weeks
and is currently No. 26 on
Saturday, November 29th
Billboard'sTop 100 Singles chart.
Other notable singles from the
Rubi-Glitz
new album are "It's All About the
It's The Ruby Girls And The
Benjamins" and "Can't Nobody
Glitz Girlz All Rolled Up
Hold Me Down."
Into One Crazy Benefit
Puff Daddy isn't the only member of The Family experiencing
success . Usher was 12 years old
when he hit the R&B scene.

I

In addition to having a flexible work schedule. NCR Country (lub
employees also enjoy additional benefits such as competitive wages,
meal discounts, limited golf privileges. <uff developmental
opportunities that earn a cash bonus, referral bonuses, incentive/
recognition awards, drug free atmosphere, and friendly people in a
beautiful working environment
Don't delay - apply today NCR Country Club is now hiring l ull time
and part-time people for: Dining Room Servers. Bartenders, and
Banquet Servers
Apply in person at NCR Country Club located at 4435 Dogwood
Trail, off West Stroop Road in Kettering, Ohio Should you need
further information on our employment opportunities, please call
Jennifer Numbers at (937)643-6947.

OUALITY USED VEHICLES

A DODGE
6 Months/600() Miles Service Contract Free!
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W e Have A Great Selection of Dependable Used Cars.
91 Mercury Topaz 3995
91 Dodge Spirit 4995
90 Olds Cutlass 4995
92 Chevrolet Cavalier 5495
90 Mercury Topaz 4995
89 Dodge Spirit 4995
91 Dodge Shadow Convertible 5495

'87 Pontiac Grand Am
WAS 4495 NOW 4495
'90 Chevrolet Cavalier
WAS 5295 NOW 4995
'91 Dodge Daytons ES
WAS 5495 NOW 4995
'91 Olds Custom Cruiser SW
WAS 5495 NOW 4995

'94 Mercury Topaz !5495
'92 Chevrolet Geo Metro 599.
'89 Plymouth Voyager 4995
'91 Dodge Caravan SE 5995
'88 Ford Tempo 4595
'90 Ford Aerostar 4995
*91 Chevrolet Cavalier 4995

SPECIALS:
C A S H P E A L S OWL Y
90 Mercury Topaz
81 OLDS Cutlass

$3000.00
$3000.00

. and Doc. F H I
FREE 3 mo /3000
ertended Service Contract avatfattfe or
Dealer SelecteO Vetoes
FuB WTH Cleat Ropresentalive on SUB, OUK* S E«S» C I « « .
Bank Processing We Soecalae «i 1st t«no Buyers. Baa Croat. &

CELEBRITY
Saturday, November 29th

"For One Night Only" '</vl\\

The Explosive Miss D.D.T.
Miss Dynamite Herself

'

Fr day, November 28th

Celebrity All-Stars
20+ Cast Members On One
Stage On One Night

I
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Have an affair with One Night Stand

. . . .
•,,! i .ih.-r in I \
s back
es to New York
One Nit;hi Stand
it his friend Charlie
noi be i box-office
•ing
from compliF
i
l
m
ccss. but as far as act
Wesley Snipes has not had a
Review
th AIDS While in
career as of late With flops like l)ro/> concerned. Snipe*
1 3 the Big Apple. Max meets
never been better.
^
Zone, Money Train ?nd Murder ut
Karen I Nastassja Ninsk i >. and .1 casual
In One Night Stand . Snipe
1600 it appeared as though Wesley
acquaintance turns into a night of hot.
Max Carlylc, a happily married c<
had lost his steam !a One NightStand
nasty love Wesley-style.
When Max returns to L A. and to
his lovely Asian wife Minn <M "a-Na
Wen) he's not the same man. 1 it- has a
ru:\v attitude anddistances himvlf from
those around him.
One night Mas receives word that
Charlie has taken a turn for the worse.
Max and Minn go u > New York to pay
their last respects. Once there. Max
learns Karen isCharlie's sister-in-law.
Katherine A. Clark, DO •
FrartAngerer, MT (ASGP), PA-C
Mimi and Karen are forced to meet
APatfick Jonas, MD
Karen levin, B<\PA-C .;
an1' '.ccome casual friends along with
Philip S.Whitecar, MD
Scott Massey, MS, PA-Q
Karen's husband Vernon (Kyle
MacLachlan) who is also Charlie's
Teresa C. Schile, Ph.D.
Millie Roach, MS, PA-C
brother.
Janet D'Autrfa.wnt. MA. RN.CNA
One of the best scenes in the movie
Indian Ripple Road
is the dinner scene with ail four of
Beavercreek,
Ohio 45440
them. Here are four people, happily
married, with exception that two ol
(937)320-0707
them have a secret they don't want the
other two to find out.
It is this tension and the superb
Medication Refills and I
direction by Mike Figgis (Leaving Las
Test Results
Vegas) that make this film work. It has
(937)320-0445
(937)643-6473
its dry moments and letdowns. HowONE NIGHT STAND

n

Kettering Medical Center

Indian Ripplej Family
Family hHealth Center

il

|

1

screen.

•Close to campus and on the bus line
We are seeking to fill eight
positions for our evening shift.
Monday-Friday 4pm-10pm
Earning Potential: $300-$600 per week

IACK TOOD M l U - S
J
54 C SAVDEN ROAD

©tasurtt
ARMYROTC^

Robert Downey, Jr. (top) is worthy of an Oscar nod for his
performance as Charlie, a gay man battling AIDS in One Night
Stand. Wesley Snipes and Ming-Na Wen (above) burn up the

$ $ NATIONAL MARKETINGS®
PART-TIME HOURS
FULL-TIME PAY

NO.^96

$3500.00

earn especially Robert Downey
Downey, Jr. as
Charlie, make this one of the best
acted films of the year. One Niglu
Stan<l is not a love triangle, it's a love
square and you've never seen four
people have so much fun with geometry.
The only tiling I have to say. and
this comes from personal observation
Irom watching Snipes for a long time.
Here he has a white worn n and an
Asianwife. It seems I ike every Wesley
movie is Jungle Fever. (Anthony
Shoemakeri

Call 23Z-9318
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CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If y o u r e a f r e s h m a n o r
s o p h o m o r e with g o o d
g r a d e s , a p p l y r o w for a
three-year or two-year
scholarship from Army
ROTC. A r m y ROTC
^
scholarships pay

[TIME

tuition, most b o o k s a n d
f e e s , p l u s $ 150 p e r s c h o o l
m o n t h . T h e y a l s o p a y off
with leadership experie n c e and officer c r e d e n tials i m p r e s s i v e to
future employers.

Friday, Nov. 21
6:00-10:00 p.m.
Novembers'
Live Musci By:

PTOILEW^)

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit 328 Fawcctt Hall
775-2622/2763

SB Fifth Third Bank

J
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T H E DAYTON ART I N S T I T U T E
Admission $5.00 • FREE for museum members
456 Belmonte Pork North • 223-5277
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Jackal lacks
i M i i .M \ iijAiH-iiHU gin. u r m i m
originality
THE JACKAL
• *
The fact thai The Jackal is a
remake (a loose one at thai) of Fred
Zinnemann's great 1973 film The
Day of the Jackal. mean > audiences
will warn to see (his higfi-tech update starring Bruce Willis, Richard
Gere and
Sidney
Film
Poitier.
Review
This
1
D
O
1997 version directed by Michael CatonJones (/?«/> Roy) misses the mark
that was laid down so well by the
first.
In this version an FBI special
unit. led by Carter Preston (Sidney
Poitier). teams up with Russian police to catch a violent Russian mobster.
A few things go wrong an-' in
self defense the mobster is killed. In
retaliation, the mobster's brother
hires " The Jackal" (Bruce Willis) to
go after a U.S. official back in the
United States. However, we do not
know who that official is
The Feds catch wind of the assassination plot and believe the ai
tack will be on the director of the
FBI.
No oneexcept Declan Mulqueen
(Richard Gere) an IRA sharpshooter
locked up in a U.S. federal prison,
knows what The Jackal looks like.
The FBI gets Mulqueen out of prison
to assist them infindingthe mysterious Jackal.
What the FBI doesn't know is
Mulqueen wants revenge against The
Jackal. Now we have the typical
Hollywood fare.
The acting isfine,especially by
Diane Venora N* the Russian agent
assisting in the hunt. She almost
steals the show.
Poitier is a class act to watch, in
every thing he docs. One problem he
now faces since getting older is that
he is starting to get typecast.
Gere and Willis are both fine in
their respective roles, but both parts
do not add any realfireworksto the
film.
Willis is cool and calculating in
what is reaily his first bad-guy role.
The climax is strong to start with,
but falters into cliche after cliche
down the stretch, it is surprisingly
violent at times, but actually that
helps the film.
Throughout the screenplay there
is only one interesting storyline.
It is the scenes that show Willis
evading the Feds.
We see him change appearances,
change cars and boats and kil I nearly
everyone who crosses his path
Lovers of action flicks will probably enjoy this picture a lot more
than others, but 'isn't that the way
every film is? I Brian Joo)
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HAMILTON HALL
WOODS/OAK HALL
VILLAGE APT. 2030
WOODS/PINE HALL
FOREST LANE/SYCAMORE
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For M o r e I n f o C a l l t h e
Parking H e l p Line
at 7 7 5 - 5 6 9 2
H e l p L i n e H o u r s are:;

8 am -10 pm Monday thru Friday
9:30 am - 9:30 pm Saturday • 5 pm - 9 pm Sunday

All student residence areas
are now connected to Wright
State's campus network and
to the Internet!
Make your appointment
today to have your personal
computer connected.

You'll get FAST & easy access
to campus electronic mail,
the ability to run Netscape to
8:30am 6pm Student Union Multipurpose Room
"surf the web" and much
more - plus you'll be able to
Wired Week Events will Include:
do it all without leaving your
room or tieing up your
lnstall-0-Rama
phone line.

January 5-9

Get your compucr configured so that you can plug Into the
network. Call the Help Desk to make an appointment.
Student Computer Fest
Several computer vendors will be showcasing special
discounts on computers, software & accessories.
Learn-lt-Quick Sessions
Special training sessions will be offered so you can learn all
about the internet and how to use your new. high-speed
network connection

For more information contact:
CaTS Help Desk 775-4827 025 Lib. Annex
Visit the Residence Connect Web Page:
www.cats.wright.edu/catsweb/residence
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Final
thoughts
from Dave
I never thought
that I'd be doing this
I ™ 38g? K so soon, but this will
K
-»
be the last issue that
I am Sports Editor.
I came on the
staff of the Guardian
last fall and took over as Sports Editor last spring.
1 am moving on and will be
working in the athletic depa tment
designing basketball programs
among other things.
For myfinalcommentary 1 have
a few things that I want to say.
First off, 1 wish that people, including the media would stop harassing Marvin Rodgers.
Regardless of what you think,
Marvin is a great guy. He always has
a smile on his face, but I know that
he can't be happy inside because of
the way he's being harassed.
People should be happy with the
fact that Rodgers is here because he's
a big key to the success of the men's
basketball team.
Speaking of the men's team,
here's my prediction.
The Raiders will start off slow,
but will contend for the MCC championship in March.
The conference is going to be
tough, but il WSU can be in sync
by the tournament, there is no reason why we can't win the tourney.
As for the women's basketball
team. I look for nothing but good
things front them.
Like the men. they will start out
slow, but 1 know that l.isa Fitch's
squad is better than seventh in the
MCC.
Junior forward Beth Rain,ini
will once again IK the team leader,
but the play of the guards may lie
crucial for the success of the team.
I believe that they willfinishthe
season on a high note and prove a
Kit of people wrong.
To conclude. I want to thank t w« i
people. First. Maggie Horstman for
giving me my break at Thr (luanl
itui. Secondly, Anthony Shoemaker,
who basically named me Sports
Editor last spring.
It has been a pleasure working
for The Guardian and a pleasure
serving the students of WSU for the
last two quarters.
'See ya at the Nutter Center..

SPORTS
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Burton sets career mark in Raiders uspei:
By DAVE BIDDLE
Staff Writer

Senior center Thad Burton set

photo by Mark Mowrey

Senior forward Thad Burton grabs one of his career high 22
rebounds last night. The Raiders uspet Old Dominion 64-52.

bounds leading the Wright State
men's basketball team to a 64-52
victory over Old Dominion last
night in the home opener.
lite win pushed the Raiders'
record to 2-0 on the young season
and showcased the type of basketball WSU fans can expect from
first year Head Coach Ed Schilling.
"We are not a great team, but
our effort and intensity was absolutely great tonight," said Schill
ing.
Sophomore power forward
Marvin Rodgers led the Wright
State scoring attack with 20 points,
including four three pointers.
Burton added 19 points of his
own in the finest game of his collegiate career.
"I was on an adrenaline high
tonight." Burton said.
At times. Burton seemed to be
a man amongst boys as he snatched
nearly every missed shot that came
his way.
Wright State enjoyed a 31-27

Up Next:
Nov. 22 vs. Wilmington
Nov. 25 vs. Ball State

1:05
7:35

vvnh 1 •• minutes Iclt m the game

That is when Burton spearheaded a IK-2 Raider run. giving
WSU a commanding 55-40 lead as
time ticked away.
Junior guard Kcion Brooks
chipped in with 15 points and
freshman point guard Brandon Pardon emerged as the Raiders' floor
general with four assists along with
some outstanding defensive pressure.
The win overODU came on the
heels ot Wright Slate's season
opening 82-72 victory over Central Michigan on Nov. 15.
WSU was lead by Rodgers' 28
points and by Brooks' 27 point,
eight rebound performance.
Freshman forward Onome
Scott-Emakupor came off the
bench to score nine points in the
first victory of the Schilling era.
Wright State next takes the
floor against Division 111 foe
Wilmington at the Nutter Center on
Saturday at 1:05.

Women's basketball team drops opener
By DAVE SEAMAN
Sports Editor
The youth of the Wright State
women's basketball team showed
in their season opener loss to West
Virginia, 69-51.
Head Coach l.isa Fitch started
two freshman in small forward
Reggen Stewart and point guard
Mandy Jelinek.
"Mandy handled the pressure
well," commented junior captain
Beth Bartram. "iWest Virginia
point guard) Talisha Hargis is the
best defender -.lie v>ti! face "
Jelinek started because senior
point guard Tanya Bullhead r- <ii!!
suffering from a back injur\
The Mountaineers avenued a

The Raiders were led by
Bartram w ith her nineteenth career
double-double. She scored 17
points and collected !<) rebounds.
Sophomore forward Jess Van
Der Geest added 15 points
"Jess had a solid game." said

Bartram.
The difference in the game was
the Raiders first half.
The team started slow, being
outscorcd 37-19 in the half.
"We played very nervous in the
first hJf," said Bartram.
. Van Der Geest added, "We had
a lot of turnovers in the first half,
but we were more solid in the second."
The Raiders played even with
the Mountaineers in the second
half as each leant scored 32 points.
"We calmed down in (he vec

Van Dei Geest added. "We
need to start off strong in the next
game."
The Raiders will play their
home opener next Wednesday.
Nov. 26 aeainst Louisville

Junior forward Beth Bartram led the Raiders with 17 points and
10 rebounds against West Virginia.
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THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
Bombers heating up the Nutt House SENIORS
WILL BE GRADUATING

By JIM INGRAM
For the Guardian

proved record (7-6-0) and ihrec
straight wins on the line versus the

The ECHL has been much ma
ligned for Us scheduling practices
over the years All other teams not
withstanding, the Dayton Bombers
arc currently basking in the residuals of the their longe «home stand
of the season. The Bombers
hobbled home, after disappointing
road performances in Roanoke and
last place Columbus, with an egobending 4-6-0 record.
The home team looked to get a
near automatic win against the expansion Chesapeake Icebreakers
(1-6-2) on Nov. 9.
The Bombers found themselves constantly playing catch-up
against the beli.w average team
most of the game before pulling
out the 6-4 victory. It was the play
of Steve Roberts that enabled the
team to keep pace as he registered
the team's first hat-trick of the season and veteran defensemen Tom
Nameth poked through his first
goal of the season in the winning
effort.
The Bombers were presented
with an immediate challenge before facing Wheeling on Nov. 14
as four key players were called up
to IHL-AHL affiliates. Both Marty
Legualt and Jean-Ian Filiatraul
were absent from the goaltendcr
position, while Sal Manganero and
previous game hero Roberts were
also lost due to the call-ups. It was
clear leadership had to come from
elsewhere on the reduced Bombers roster against the improved
Nailers lines.
First year forward Eric
Boguniecki answered that call, tallying an astounding four goals, the
first such performance of the year
in the ECHL, and one assist in the
7-5 win. The defense still showed
opportunistic lapses as the former
emergency back-up Stuart Logan
saw a norma! amount of shots (28)
yet allowed five to slip through
Colin Miller provided the clinching goal with one minute remaining.
The not terribly impressive
Johnstown Chiefs (4-8-1) rolled
into the Nutter Center Nov. 16 and
were able to draw first blood late
the first period. The Bombers, bolstered by the returnees Roberts and
Manganero, resembled an offensive juggernaut as both registered
points in a total team 5-1 success.
Filiatraul temporarily silenced detractors, saving 19 of 20 shots.
Dayton peppered Chiefs goalie
Steve Plouffe like a Thanksgiving
turkey with 54 shots. Nameth and
Boguniecki also continued goalscoring streaks.
The Bombers put a much im-

same schedule-cursed Johnstown
Chiefs this Friday night

INTO DEBT.

WWSU
T H E ;

W R I G H T

Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
outfromunder with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,

G H C M O E

LISTEN
TO
REVOLVING
INVOLVEMENT

up to a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earnfromthe Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

FRIDAY FROM 2 - 2:30 PM

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE:

Wright State University
DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC SAFETY
Presents. . .

S.A.F.E
(Student Association For Escorts)

CALL x 2 1 1 1

The Department Of Public
Safety Offers free Safety
Escorts, 24 Hours A Day, 7
Days A Week. S.A.F.E. Is
Staffed By Wright State
University Students.
Highly Trained
'Professional and Courteous
•Concerned About Your Safety on Campus
•Complete Safety Escorts To Your Vehicle,
Fesidence Community, or Any Other
Facility on Campus
•Wright State University Police Officers and
Student Patrol Officers Serve as Escorts
When S.A.F.E. is not Available

(SB

NEED MOTORIST
ASSISTANCE?
CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INFORMATION?

CALL
775-5692

PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION
ASSISTANCE HELPLINE! HOURS
8AM- 10PM MON.-FRI.
9:30AM - 9:30PM SAT.
L
' 5PM - 9PM SUN.
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RAIDER

"MCAT
Classes
Full."

Jk LW EJD9--.

THURS
20

CALENDAR^gs

FRI
21

MEN'S
BASKETBALL

Call n o w t o
reserve your
seat!
Classes
b e g i n in
January.

D o n ' t let t h e s e t h r e e w o r d s
ruin your med school plans.

SWIMMING &
DIVING

Ball State
(W) 3:00
(M) 6:00

BOMBERS

Johnstown Louisville
7:30
7:30
WWSU

Plan a h e a d f o r t h e A p r i l M C A T .
J
export loachcrs superior materials smart technology proven results 1

|

Home games in bold *iw»cGamc
Volleyball MCC Tournament
Nov. 22-23 at UIC

SUN
23

MON
24

TUES |
25
Ball State
7:35
WWSU

Youngslown
State
7:00

Akron
7:00

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

SAT
22
Wilmington
1:05
WWSU

THEBUSRDIAH'S G a m e o f t h e W e e k :
SATURDAY
Vs * 1 ^ ?
starting at 1:05
' <3

Two intend to play at Wright State
By DAVE SEAMAN
Sports Editor

1-803-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com
•MCAT is a registered trademark ol ths Association of American Medical Colleges.

Wright State men's basketball
Head Coach Ed Schilling has taken

no time making an impact in the
early signing period.
Schilling has received national
letters of intent from two top high
school players, one from Ohio and

Need Bucks for
...donate P
M

M

New Hour®:
Monday-Thursday
6:00AM*8:30PM
Friday

HOUSE OF DRAFT
EVERY MONDAY:
DRAFT AND WIHG
NIGHTI
20* W1NQS
50* DRAFTS

6:00AM-8:00PM

Saturday-Sunday
8:00AM-5:00PM

"77

•NEW Donors and 6 m o n t h Absence Donors
•$30 1st v i s i t * $ 3 5 2 n d v i s i t - T o t a l o f $65 i n 7 d a y s

EVERY
THURSDAY:
COLLEGE
NIGHT!
$2 PITCHER
SPECIALI

•Regular Donors
110-149 lbs. earn $ 1 7 each time ($136/month)
150 lbs. and up earn $ 2 0 each time ($160/month)
•Bring in a new donor
Earn $ 5 . 0 0 for each new person you bring in.
(person must donate)
Centeon Bio-Services
165 E. H e l e n a St.
D a y t o n , O h i o 45404
Ph. 224-1973

WON"

Earn $205
the first month!

\

EVERY
WEDNESDAY:
LADIES
NIGHTI

' $0^

fV

*

\

M ,g
5418 Burkhardt Road
Dayton
254-0762
LISY D U K E S C O N T E S T
EVERY THURSDAY!

one from Indiana.
First, Schilling received a letter
of intent from Marcus May, a 5-foot11 guard at Indianapolis North Central High School.
May averaged 10 points, two
steals and four assists as a junior a
year ago.
He was also named AH-MIC
Conference while helping his team
to an 22-4 record last year.
"People will question his stats,
but he could average 25 to 30 points
under different circumstances." said
Doug Mitchell. May's high school
coach. "Marcus is playing with two
other bona fide division I players
against the toughest schedule in the
state."
Schilling added, "In addition to
being a great player, he can play both
guard positions and is a winner in
every sense of the wor i. We firmly
believe he is going to be a huge asset to our program and university."
Mike Peek, a 6-foot-2 guard
from Woodward High School in
Cincinnati signed a letter of intent
yesterday to play for the Raiders.
Peck has been ranked as high as
fifty-third in Future Stars Magazine,
as well as being picked as the fourteenth best point guard in the nation
by ESPN Sports/one.
As a junior. Peck averaged 15.1
points and 5.3 assists per game.
"Wright Slate was always there,
and I've known Coach Schilling and
Will Rea for a long time. I told him
to take a look and he loved it." said
Woodward Head Coach Jim Leon.
"I'm really, really impressed with
Wright State and the way Ed's doing things—the right way. They are
a sleeping giant, I'm telling vou, the
best-kept secret in the country."
"Mike, along with Marcus May,
gives us two solid guards that will
come in on the heals of two seniors
next year. "Schilling said. "Mike really shoot.-, the ball well, is a super
athlete, very competitive and plays
with great confidence."

I
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Five women's soccer Men's soccer season ends
B y DAVID C O B L E
Staff W r i t e r

players honored
By DAVID C O B L E
Staff Writer

Five members of the Wright
Slate women's soccer team earned
MCC post-season honors.
Making the All-MCC second
team were jut,iar midfielder Jody
MeCord, senior defender Melissa
Koesters
and
sophomore
midfielder Taryn Jones.
Named to the All-Newcomer
team were freshman defender
Teresa Martin and freshman forward Amy Tec tor.
The team ended their season on
a losing note, dropping a 4-0 decision to Wisconsin-Milwaukee in
the second round of the MCC tournament on Nov. 7.
The Raiders advanced to the
second round of the tournament by
defeating Loyola 2-1 on Nov. 6.
Wright State scored the first
goal of the game at 39:56 when
senior
midfielder
Marcy
Scsbastian scored with an assist
from Teetor.
The Raiders struck early in the

second period when Scsbastian
The Wright Stale men's soccer
scored her second goal of the game team fell to Butler 4-1 on Nov. 8
at 46:51.
in the first round of the MCC tourShe was assisted by senior nament.
midfielder Erin Duffy.
Wright State jumped out to an
Loyola scored their only goal early 1-0 lead as senior forward
of the game at 88:52 when junior Jarcd Raftery scored an unassisted
forward Sara Wingbermuhle goal at 1:0s «> give the Raiders an
scored an unassisted goal.
1-0 advantage.
With the 2-1 win the Raiders
The Bulldogs evened the score
advanced to the second round of at 1 -1 before the half as sophomore
the MCC tournament to face top forward Stephen Armstrong scored
seeded Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
at 26:54. He was assisted by junThe first period was scoreless ior defender Jeremy Aldrich.
as both teams struggled to find
The second period was all Buttheir offense.
ler as they out-scored the Raiders
In the second period, the Pan- three goals to none.
thers exploded for iour unanSenior midfielder Valentino
swered goals by freshman Scicluna made the score 2-1 when
midfielder Stephanie Hosni, he scored at 57:28. He was assisted
sophomore forward Jody Stafne by senior forward Richie Walos.
and two goals by freshman forward
Scicluna scored his second goal
Fanta Cooper.
of the game at 75:40. He was asWith the loss the Raiders fin- sisted by freshman midfielder
ished their season at 8-12-1.
Michcal Trivelloni.
Wright State's first round win
Junior forward Malt Long
is the first time that the team has closed out the scoring for the Bulladvanced past the first round in the dogs at 85:23 and was assisted by
MCC tournament.
Jeremy Aldrich. Thee goal made the
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final score 4 -1.
Wright State closes out the
1997 season at 7-9-2.
Five members of the men's
soccer team were named to MCC
all-conference teams.
Named first team All-MCC
was junior defender Micheal

T lit

Sylbornc. Second team honors
went to junior goalkeeper Dan
Cwiklik and senior forward
Charley Houck. All-Nev >mcr
honors went to freshman
midfielder Derrick Garrambonc
and sophomore midfielder Brian
Syska.

Sanctuary

Dayton's Premier Dance Club
presents...

ekoostic Hookah
and

Gullevers Traveling
Medicine Show
TUESDAY • DECEMBER 9

Tickets: $8 Advance • $i0 Day of Show
TICKES GO ON SALE TODAY?
1 •ff-l'T' 1 1

Add impact to your final project
at Kinko's

5-U»W

the nnswers/-

WANTED! S0PHM0RES AND JUNIORS
How many programs on campus

Add impact to your final projects, term papers and presentations by taking advantage
of Kinko's products and services, like full-coloi copies and self-serve computer rental

Presentation materials
Copies or aU sizes
Resume services

guarantee a full time job?

Internet access

Digital color output directly from
your disk to our color printers

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE

full-color copies

•«! rw

.«* bt

RENT ONE HOUR SELF-SERVE
COMPUTER, GET ONE HOUR FREE

CM ct**US rvmwl i^vt a
i]

Air Force ROTC Does!!! Interested?
CooUrt yoor Air Force ROTC Dtuchmrnt
(937) 775-2730, Aik for M«j Brown
Serving Wright Sute L'oiveriity

HOST LOCATIONS Off N 24 HOURS A DAY. 7 DAYS A WEEK ;
*iamtiburg-Centervttle Rd • 436 1313

kinkoT

The new way to office.*

1

a

purchivn VAt«J jt I

; HOST LOCATIONS OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. 7 DAYS A WEEK
1189 Miamubtjrg-CenterviUe Rd. » 436-1313

kinko's*

The new way to office.*

MOST LOCATIONS OPEN 24 HOURS. 7 DAYS A WUK

i

The Wright State
University Community
Wishes You Well During
Your Short Leave . . .

GET WELL SOON,
DR. FLACK!
SEE YOU IN JANUARY!
from these Campus Offices and Organizations
•Office of the President
•Bolinga Center
•Office of Student Life
•Lambda Union
•College of Liberal Arts
•Office of Public Relations
•Campus Rec
•College of Science & Math
•Unclassified Staff Council
•The Guardian
•WWSU - 106.9FM
•College of Engineering &
Computer Science
•University Center for
International Education
•University Division
•Office of the Bursar
•Office of Residence Services
•University Honors Program
•SODEXHO- Dining Services
•Student Government
•Servant Leadership Programs
•Inter-Club Council
•College Park Community
Government
•Oak Hall Government
•Laurel Hall Government
•NEXUS

<v
C/D

u

•Black Student Union
•Ombuds Office
•WSU Bookstore
•College of Business
& Administration
•Wright Track Summer
Bridge Coordinating
Committee
•Office of the Registrar
•Election Commission
•Public Safety
•Residential Community
Association
•National Residence
Hall Honorary
•African-American
Residence Caucus
•Residential Environment
for Gays & Lesbians
•Cedar Hall Government
•Pine Hall Government
•Forest Lane
Community Government
•Hamilton Hall Board
•Maple Hall Government
•Faculty Senate
•PEER 2 PEER
•Parents Association

*A1I Monies Collected From This Ad Were Donated to the
Presidential Scholarship Fund in Honor of President Harley E. Flack
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CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES
ABORTIONS T O 24
WEEKS Private Medical
Practice Low Fees- Prompt
Appointments WOMEN'S
MED+ CENTER 293-3917
Internet:
www.gynpages.com/medplus
SPRING BREAK '98
Guaranteed Best Prices to
Cancun, Jamica, Bahamas &
Florida. Group Discounts &
Daily Free Drink Parties! Sell
Trips, Earn Cash & Go Free!
1-800-234-7007 http://
www .endlesssummertours .com
Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!! Absolute Best
Spring Break Packages
available!! INDIVIDUALS,
student ORGANIZATIONS
or small GROUPS wanted!!
Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at 1-800-3276013 or http://www.icpt.com
RESPONSIVE J F F I C E
SERVICES...Specializing in
word processing, data entry,
resumes, reports, Inemet
research, faxes, graphics,
desktop publishing and morewithin 24 hours! Call 2361636 or email: rkd@toast.net
Wordprocessing, typingwill do any job. Reasonable
rates, accurate! Call Terry at
-2f

WANTED: Mother's Helper,
my home (Kettering): kid-14
and dog (dalmation), parttime afterschool: Mon-Fri;
&6.00/hr.; Perfect for student:
time to study; must swim
(pool);Car required- Call
Lynne@293-5940or222-8558.
EARN $750-$ 1500AVEEK
Raise all the money your
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA FUNDRAISER on your
campus. No investment &
very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why
not call for information today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x95.
Part-time position
distributing advertising
materials. No selling

involved. All materials
provided at no charge. 1-800YOUR-JOB. www. acmnet.
com/ postering/youjob.htm

640-2119- 24 hours!

937-898-04880

KinderCare Learning Center.
Inc. has immediate openings
for fulltime, partime and
substitutes at centers in Dayton
and surrounding areas. Flexible
hours, great benefits, no
weekends, and much more.
Edui '.tion and experience
preferred. If you are flexible
and committed to quality child
care we want you on our team
If you are interested, please call
(937)237-8975.

FURNITURE FOR SALE!
Couch-$200
Computer tables: $80 and $60
Book cases-$25
Entertainment center-$50
We're moving and need to
sell this! Call 427-0047 and
ask for Don!

G E T PAID to shop, eat out
and more! Free details. Send
S.A.S.E. to Business Basics,
PO Box 97-SP, West Berlin,
NJ 08091-0097
COMMUTERS- $10.70
STARTING pay. Work 10-30
hours/week around classes,
weekends optional. No
experience needed. Must work
well with people. May start
ASAP, and work Full Time
over breaks. 436-3580.
"•SPRING BREAK...TAKE
2** Hiring Reps! Sell 15...
Take 2 Free! Hottest
Destinations! Free Parties,
Eats, Drinks. SunSplash 1-800426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.cnm
NANNY NEEDED! Loving
and dependable nanny needed
in our Centerville home for 3
children ages 4. 3 and 5
month This part-time position
is perfect for the mature college
student needing a flexible work
schedule. Current hours needed
are Tuesday 7:45am-5:15pm
and Thursday8:30am-2:30pm,
but can be modified u needed.
You will need your ov. n
transportation.CPR and
references are required. Please
call 885-3723.
$lLOO-$15.(K>/HOliR The
Princeton Review seeks college
grads to teach SAT, GRE,
GMAT, LSAT and MCAT
courses part-time. The ideal
candidate has an excellent
academic background, great
standardize test scores(90th
percentile and above) and
excellent communication skills.
1-800-2-Review.
GRADl ATE DEBT F R E E
AND WEALTHY! Local
Entrepreneur neds ambitious
team players! Return calls for
me and read a script. Make
$2,000-$5,000 a week parttime from home! No selling!
Not MLM! No experience
necessary! Awesome support
and training. Upbeat!
Responsible! Motivated! Call

Quality childcare company
looking for pleasant, energetic
per>.on who is 18 years with a
high school diploma. $8.50 an
hour with a maximum of 20
ho-irs a week.

FOR RENT

FOR SALE
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 6 Days $279! Includes
Meals, Free Parties, Taxes! Get
a Group- Go Free! Prices
Increase Soon - Save $50!
springbreaktravel.com 1-800678-6386
Spring Break Cancun &
Jamaica $379! Book Early SAve $50! Get a Group - Go
Free! Panama City S129!
South Beach (Bars Close
5AM!) $129
springbreaktravel.com 1-800678-6386

Immediate positions
available.
No experience
necessary.
•Flexible hours.

Trip for Sale!
5 day/4 night Florida/
Bahamas Cruise and 3 day/2
night Orlando vacatoin for 2,
3 or 4 people- first-rate hotels,
can take all at once or in
parts- options include extra
nights and all-inclusive pkg.
Asking $700. MUST SELL.
431-0614 leave message.

1991 Geo Storm Sunroof,
AC, custom rims and low
$ HOLIDAY CASH $
mileage! Very reliable- $3400
Students, part-time sales and
OBO. Call 775-6475.
marketing. $200-500/wk.
Career potential- flexible hours.
Call 429-1110
OFF C A M P l ' S F O R E S T
Spring Break '98-Sell trips,
LANE! 2 bedroom
earn cash, & Go Free!!!
apartments w/ 1 1/2 baths,
Student Travel Services is now new carpet, freshly painted,
hiring campus reps group
dishwasher, range.refrigerator,
organizers. Guaranteed lowest disposal, central air. & utility
prices to Jamiaca, Mexico &
room! Very nice- $600 per
Florida. Visit us @
month($50 off first months
www.srstravel.com or call 1rent). Call 878-6844 for more
800-648-4849.
info- ask for Lynn.
Earn A Free Course! Kaplan
Educational Centers is looking
for a student advisor with a
flexible schedule. $6/hr.
Contact Marianne 296-7155.

Interested In
Healthcaie?

I Bedroom Apartment For
Rent 1 Bedroom apartmentneed someone to take over
lease from Dec. I through
May I. $392 per month,
everything is new. 3 minutes
from WSU! 879-5820 ask for
Stacey.
MORE O F F CAMPUS
FOREST LANE! Student
Apartment! Nice Clean 2
bedroom next to campus. All
painted, new carpet- Special
Rate! 835-3609.
Cimarron Woods! Located
behind Forest Lane! Walk to
campus! 2 Bdrms, 1 1/2 baths,
fireplace, washer/dryer.
Promo rates! Call 3 7 0 - 1 w
EXTRA INCOME F o 6 '97
Earn $500-$1000 weekly
rtufflng envelopes. For
fetalis - RUSH $1.00 with

1980 Volvo- 2 Dr. 149,00
CACF
3MOC
miles. Air, Am-Fm cassette.
o;
Power, Auto. $1800 OBO. Call

# S 4 7 N Acm0~T,,

•Tuition assistance.
•Latest technology
(Autopheresis)
Centeon Bio-Services
165 E. Helena St.
Dayton, Ohio 45404
ph. (937)224-1973
fax (937)224-1976

CENTEON
io-Services, Inc.

Edward
Jones
Named

Recently, the Wall Street
Journal recognized Edward
Jones' recommended stock
portfolio as the top
performer among 16 of the
nation's leading investment
firms for the 12 months
ending June 30,1997. The
No. I ranking cited not
only outstanding returns,
but also a consistently toy*'
rale of turnowr in the
portfolio!
For a copy of the current
"Investment Perspective."
including research
recommendations, contact
our office'

Greg Rhodes, IR

4431 St.Rte. 725
Bellbrook, Ohio, 45305

(937) 433-5208
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Would You Like
To Do This? **

Do You Have
One of These?

NOW YOU CAN! & HAVE
REFRESHMENTS TOO!
Come to The First Ever

OFFCIAL TICKET AMNESTY DAZE!

NOVEMBER 2 4 & 2 5 , 1 9 9 7 • 1 0 A M to 4 P M
Student Union Atrium'
This Is Our Way of Saying THANKS!

For Your Understanding

1. Must be issued between September 17 and November 4,1997
2. We will void one fine for outside designated area.
3. If you have paid all your fines we will refund one fine
for outside designated area.
4. Bring your copy of your fine with you.
•sponsored by Business & Fiscal Affairs and Facilities, Planning & Management

OPEN FORUM;
Parking & The Campus Master Plan*

-1 -ft-vflmuni".! AduvitV

s.ltivi'.i
Kiv-iliin - Pl.jjuitnc

in Lot 4

CONDITIONS- THERE ALWAYS ARE SOME!

THE PARKING AND
TRANSPORTATION
DEPARTMENT WILL
vOID OR
REFUND ONE FINE PER PERSON
FOR PARKING OUTSIDE THF
DESIGNATED AREA (NOT A REAL
PARKING SPACE) IN YOUR
FAVORITE LOT.

Monday, NOVEMBER 2 4
*
1 - 2 PM
Student Union Atrium
•
•••••/

and Patience During Our Construction

•* i

AVOID
WAITING
IN LINE . . .

• J

The New Section Of The Improved
Lot 4 Opened On Wednesday,
November 5. If You Have Been Unable
to Find a Legitimate C Zone Parking
Space In Your Favorite Lot (Probably
Lots 7,11,12,13,14 or 17). Try the New
Smooth Pavement In The New Section
Of LOT 4! You Might Find An Easier
And Better Way to Enter And Exit A
Campus Lot!

ORDER YOUR PERMIT*
THROUGH RAIDER EXPRESS!
After
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP

Registering...
1: Call Raider Express 775-4400
2: Enter Social Security Number
3: Enter Personal ID
4: Choose Option 6
5: Enter Term & Year 2/98
6: Choose Permit Option
7: Confirm

LAST DAY FOR
RAIDER EXPRESS:
1/2/98
New Hours:
8:30 am - 7:00 pm
Monday-Thursday
Friday

•For complete parking information, request for permit application,
or credit card purchase of permit, please call Parking and
Transportation at 775-5690 or stop by E 138 Student Union.

I

